
Ocean of Despair. Island of Hope 

Ridley Scott said, “How can you look at the galaxy and not feel insignificant?” Just a small 

piece of the galaxy makes Early, a twelve year old boy, fell insignificant. The desert and the 

creatures in it are like an ocean of despair. When Early sets out on his journey to save the farm, the 

gold, and his dear uncle Jesse, The young boy finds a large problem, a hundreds of mile wide 

problem. In the desert Early mets large creatures, buffaloes, which almost trample him. The bleak 

desert seems to stretch on and on to Early, which makes him feel insignificant. Throughout all this 

despair Early thinks his actions are worthless, however Lizzy is greatly comforted by him, and he 

eventually finds hope as he draws near Cherry Creek. 

The author of Hard Gold Introduces the theme of insignificance by portraying the wild 

plains and the creatures on them with figurative language. While out in the desert Early starts to 

realize that the world is much bigger than the small town he came from, which Early sees 

through the power of the buffaloes. “This day I saw buffalo, a herd of them, a heard so immense 

it was impossible to count their numbers-a brown ocean flooding over the prairie, rolling slowly 

with ponderous magnitude.”(113) Early feels inconsequential when looking at the sea of 

buffaloes. Because ot the figurative language readers realizes the amount of buffaloes the Early 

saw were uncountable. Since Early finds it difficult to comprehend such a horde of beasts that 

he has never even seen one before, he stays distant from them. Although by themselves the 

bofolo provide a symbol of power, the sea is much more powerful than anything that man had at 

the time. The author uses the symbol of the sea to show even more clearly that Early could be 

swept away by them.  “They would not stop or turn from me -so very insignificant-but trample 

me to death.”(124) When the buffaloes start stampeding towards Early, he knows how 

meaningless he is too them. The buffaloes would not stop or go around him, which shows that 

Early is insignificant. The symbol of the sea portrayed through bufalos matters because the 



author tries to convey not only the danger and power of the beasts but also that any man in their 

paths would be swept away and drowned like a leaf in the sea.  

Although creatures that are huge can imply insignificance to smaller animals, the desert 

that Early crossed was far bigger than any animal. “Our endless walking continued. At times I 

wondered if anyone had ever walked so far.” (115) This use of hyperbole shows how 

insignificant Early is compared to the massive stretch of sand. Even Early starts to think that his 

attempts to save his farm are futile. Because the the use of the hyperbole, the insignificance of 

Early is clearly shown. “What can one say about a slow journey across a desert? To begin, I can 

say only that it made home seem a long way back, and the future that much further. Secondly, it 

was most amazing how vast the land was. Not always flat but often rolling, sometimes even 

hilly. In the main,though, it was level, with a horizon always unreachable.”(106) The use of 

“rolling hills” ties into the first body paragraph, which talks about the bufalos being like a sea. 

The imagery of waves symbolizes the ocean or at least a large lake, which matters large 

expanses of deep water inspire awe. When people realize that there is creatures, landscapes, 

and expanses so much larger than they are used to, the people feel trivial. The huge desert 

mocks Early’s attempt to find Jese by forcing him to span such a huge distance.  

Although Early feels that he is completely insignificant, Early’s attempts have actually 

helped many that traveled with him. Although the desert seems impossible, as Early draws 

towards the end he sees hope. “Light rain. Went just eight miles but saw scrubby pine trees. 

That gave hope that the desert would soon be behind us.”(147) Because the desert symbolises 

an ocean of despair, when Early breaks free he has hope. Since Early’s actions matter he is 

kind to Lizzy and makes her feel valued. Sine Early does not give up he reaches his destination 

successfully. “Since the death of Apollo you are my best and only friend!” (127) 



Because Early fights of despair he makes it through the treacherous desert. Despite how 

small and insignificant he seems Early is the most important person, animal, or object in the 

entire book. Does the book focus on the horde of bison or the desert? No! The book focuses on 

Early, the main character. Although Early thought he was drowning in an ocean of despair he 

was saved by hope, hope and love of Lizzy. 

 


